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FOREWORD

App development has evolved a great deal in the last few years. As 
manufacturers have continued to refine and improve mobile hardware, 
framework providers have innovated to simplify and standardize development 
on handheld devices.

We are now able to easily create high-quality apps and games on mobile, 
encouraging developers and framework manufacturers alike to explore other 
hardware targets, such as VR headsets and smart speakers. But new, innovative 
devices aren’t the only ones to benefit from this attention. One venerable 
household device has become the center of renewed development interest as it 
reinvents its traditional role and embraces streaming media: the TV.

Delivering content on TV has never been easier, thanks to the rise of streaming 
media devices like Roku, Chromecast, and the Amazon Fire TV family of 
products. There are now millions of homes with connected TV devices, with 
media streaming apps delivering many millions of minutes of content every 
day across the globe. As the best-selling streaming media player in the US, UK, 
Germany, and Japan, Amazon Fire TV devices represent a sizable portion of that 
streaming media consumption.

Amazon has created several specialized tools and templates to make it easier 
to develop for this growing audience. These features allow you to create a 
streaming media app in as little as a few minutes, when weeks or months might 
have once been required. Amazon also makes it possible to scale up existing 

mobile apps and games to TV, allowing users to fully 
benefit from the 10-foot living room experience. 

This guide is designed to help you navigate the resources 
for developing high-quality media streaming apps on Fire 
TV. You’ll learn best practices for designing for a 10-foot 
UI, how to use Amazon’s dedicated tools and templates, 
and how to publish to the Amazon Appstore. 

Welcome to Amazon Fire TV development. 
Enjoy the ride!

Peter Heinrich 
Amazon Developer Evangelist, Games 
@peterdotgames

Mario Viviani 
Amazon Technology Evangelist 
@mariuxtheone
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Apps in the Living Room 
Streaming media provides nearly instant access to countless movies, TV 
shows, music videos, live events, and user-generated media. This content 
is frequently consumed on mobile devices such as tablets and phones, 
but the family television arguably (still!) provides the best viewing 
experience. It is undoubtedly the largest screen in the home, usually with 
the most vivid display, and often providing the most impressive audio as 
well (either natively, or through an attached sound system).

App developers used to publishing on mobile are discovering that 
bringing their products to a smart TV or set-top box allows their apps to 
shine. Using an app in the living room—the 10-foot experience—opens a 
whole new chapter on how they interact with their users: richer content, 
voice control, deep engagement, and immersive media are just a few of 
the new elements developers are coming to appreciate.
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THE OPPORTUNITY

More and more consumers are welcoming smart TVs into their homes. 
According to Research Nester’s “Smart TV Market: Global Demand 
Analysis & Opportunity Outlook 2024” report, the global smart TV market 
segment’s 2016 revenue was around $260.2 billion and it is expected to 
grow at a compound annual growth rate of 8.5% from 2017-2024. That 
means more smart TVs in more homes, with no sign of slowing down. 

Smart TV customers live all around the world – North America, Europe, 
Asia Pacific, Latin America, and the Middle East and African regions. 
According to Grand View Research, the Asia Pacific region has the biggest 
segment share with a revenue share of over 30% in 2016 thanks to fast 
growing economies like India and China. Going forward, Europe and Latin 
America are expected to grow at a satisfactory pace. 

THE MEDIA STREAMING MODEL

The typical streaming media app offers a consistent user experience with 
three primary activities, in a particular order. The user journey within 
most media streaming apps usually follows this formula:

Browse for content – Users go through the main catalog of media, 
searching for content that interests them.

Read description and details – When an item has caught the 
user’s attention, she reads the description and content details, 
trying to decide if she wants to proceed. 

Play – When a user has decided that she wants to watch the 
content, she initiates playback.

Design Considerations
Designing for the 10-foot experience does require that developers 
understand the capabilities (and limitations) of TV hardware, and to 
reconsider how they present information and handle user input. There 
are a few key design principles that apply.



REMEMBER THE 10-FOOT UI

TV interfaces are often referred to as 10-foot user interfaces (10-ft UI), 
because the typical user views the screen from ten feet away (or more). 
Although the screen itself can be large, the perceived screen resolution is 
lower, and distance from the screen results in a smaller angle of view.

The design choices you make for an application or web page running on 
a desktop computer, tablet, or phone are fundamentally different than 
for a TV app, since users typically 
view those screens from much closer 
distances.

Also, keep in mind that a television 
is used in a more relaxed fashion 
than a computer, tablet, or phone. 
The UI on the TV should not require as much attention or precision. 
Designing for the 10-ft UI may require you to wholly rethink the layout 
and navigation of an existing app.

PRIORITIZE CLEAR, SIMPLE, AND VISUAL DESIGN

The design of a screen in a 10-ft UI requires simplicity and clarity, with 
low information density. Limit the number of design elements or UI 

components on the screen, such as 
menus, buttons, and images. Make 
sure that those elements are large 
enough and spaced far enough 
apart to be read from a distance. 
Present a clear set of actions or 
options for each screen.

Minimize the amount of text, since 
users do not read a lot of text on a television screen. Avoid requiring the 
user to input a lot of information by providing reasonable defaults where 
possible.
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PLACE IMPORTANT CONTENT FIRST

Place the most important content or 
options first on the screen so they are 
easily viewable and navigable by the user.

FOCUS ON CONSUMPTION

Applications should have a clear focus on quickly getting content to 
users. Television interfaces are primarily about providing entertainment. 
When users sit down in front of their television, they don’t want to do 
extra work. They need simple user interfaces that match their primary 
goal: “Give me something to watch, listen to, or play with right now.”



Building for Amazon Fire TV
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Building for Amazon Fire TV
It probably comes as no surprise that one of the most common use 
cases for a device like Fire TV is to stream media content. You may even 
ask what other possible use case there could be. In fact, even though 
streaming movies, TV series, and video sharing sites are among the most 
popular content available on Fire TV, the device itself is actually capable 
of much more.

Fire TV is flexible and provides high performance across a wide range of 
applications. It has a powerful quad-core CPU and a dedicated GPU. The 
hardware on the latest Amazon Fire TV offers 2GB RAM, 8GB internal 
storage, support for 4K video output, support for HDR, and Dolby Atmos 
audio. These features mean that Fire TV has the muscle to run all sorts of 
apps and games—streaming media is just one more thing it handles well.
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CHOOSE A FRAMEWORK

Since Fire TV runs on Fire OS, Amazon’s Android-based operating system, 
programming it is very similar to programming any other Android device. 
It’s up to you to select the Android tools and workflow best suited to 
your development style and experience.

You are free to create your app or game in Java (using the standard 
Android SDK), or use the Android NDK instead (if you prefer to program 
in C/C++). There are also many third-party development frameworks 
that work with Android, so you have lots of alternatives to choose from. 
If you are proficient using Unity, Cocos2d-x, GameMaker, or one of the 
many other systems popular among mobile app developers, you will find 
it straightforward to package your game for Fire TV. If you can produce 
an .APK file, you can probably install it on Fire TV.

Amazon has also created dedicated tools and templates of its own to 
simplify the creation of apps specifically designed to deliver streaming 
media. As you prepare to create your first streaming media app for Fire 
TV, you must decide whether you will code it from scratch, build on top 
of a third-party development framework, or use the purpose-built tools 
provided by Amazon.

AMAZON CREATOR

Amazon Creator is a tool that helps you, as a content creator or owner, 
package existing media in your YouTube channel or media RSS into a 
customized web app. It produces a stand-alone application that you can 
style and then publish directly to Amazon Appstore.

As of this writing (February 2018), Amazon Creator is available in 
preview mode as we get it ready for broader distribution. The preview 
version is fully functional, however, and media apps that you publish 
using Amazon Creator will be real, live apps available to everyone. We 
are especially interested in hearing about your development experience 
during this period, in order to help us improve the Amazon Creator 
service. 
Click here for more information about Amazon Creator.

https://creator.amazon.com/documentation/ac/create-your-app.html


WEB APP STARTER KIT (WASK)

Web App Starter Kit (WASK) is a framework created by Amazon specifically 
for web developers building apps with HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript. 
It includes a full-featured, customizable HTML5 web app template to 
jumpstart your dynamic media app development. Baked in is the code 
needed to build the big screen experience consumers expect, including a 
selectable list of categories and rotating carousel of media content.

Starting with the base app template, which contains the specific media 
functionality you wish to support—for example, media RSS, JSON feeds, 
or support for online video providers such as YouTube or Brightcove—you 
can customize the experience through settings files or by coding extended 
features directly in the template source files. 
Click here for more information on WASK.

FIRE APP BUILDER

Fire App Builder is another development framework alternative created 
by Amazon specifically for producing Fire TV media apps. It is based on 
Java and depends on Android Studio, Gradle, and other tools common to 
Android development.

When you create an app with Fire App Builder, you configure the settings 
for your data feed, screen layouts, and functionality through a series of 
JSON files. Similarly, simple config file changes allow you to customize 
the look and feel of your app with no Java coding.

Fire App Builder is designed to help you create high-quality media apps 
without advanced Java programming, but it is also extensible. If you 
are comfortable coding in Java, you are free to build on top of Fire App 
Builder to add more advanced features. 
Click here for more information on Fire App Builder.

OTHER OPTIONS

These are just a few of the tools and frameworks available to you as a 
Fire TV (and Android) developer. They have been created specifically with 
Fire TV in mind, and in particular, with the express goal of helping you to 
develop streaming media apps on Fire TV.
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As mentioned above, though, almost any valid .APK file can be made 
to work on Fire TV (perhaps with some API substitutions, as necessary), 
regardless of the toolchain you choose to produce it. This includes 
frameworks such as Unity, Adobe AIR, GameMaker, Cocos2d-x, Corona, 
Xamarin, Construct, and many others.

The Android Leanback Support Library, created by Google to facilitate 
creation of Android TV apps, is another alternative. It contains components 
and widgets to build an efficient, good-looking media streaming Android TV 
app from scratch—and includes a sample project that works on Fire TV out 
of the box (note that Leanback is not directly supported by Amazon).

Configure the Fire TV Hardware
In order to create your Fire TV app and deploy on an actual Fire TV 
hardware, you need to configure your device to enable development. 
This means changing some settings to turn on a few developer options, 
such as ADB debugging and Apps from Unknown Sources. These settings 
are accessible from the main menu, under Settings | Device | Developer 
options.

Usually, the most convenient way to connect to your development Fire TV 
device is over WiFi, though a hardwired Ethernet or USB connection may 
also be used. Connecting over WiFi even allows you to develop from your 
couch, right where your potential customer might sit. What better way to 
experience your app just as your users would?

As when developing for other Android devices, ADB debugging requires 
that you provide the IP address of the target hardware in order to connect 
from your development environment. To find the IP address of your Fire 
TV, navigate (from the main menu) to Settings | Device | About | Network. 
From the computer you will use for development (connected to the same 
WiFi network as your Fire TV), open up a terminal or command prompt 
and run the command: adb connect <ip-address>

Substitute the actual IP address of your Fire TV device for <ip-address> in 
the command above. Now you should be connected to the Fire TV—and 
are ready to deploy your first media streaming app.
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https://developer.amazon.com/docs/fire-tv/the-web-app-starter-kit-for-fire-tv.html
https://developer.amazon.com/docs/fire-app-builder/overview.html


BENEFIT FROM THE CINEMATIC UI OF THE FIRE TV

Amazon strives to create the best 10-foot experience for our customers 
(and developers!) by making content discovery and engagement easy 
and enjoyable. With that in mind, the Fire TV interface has been crafted 
to present a cinematic experience, offering video trailers and content 
screenshots to help customers see and access the content they want 
quickly.

Here are some benefits of the cinematic UI of Fire TV:

DRIVE ENGAGEMENT FOR YOUR APPS AND GAMES

The Your Apps & Games row combines the customer’s favorite apps and 
games in one easy-to-access row on the home screen, making it super 
simple for customers to quickly engage with the apps and games they 
love, increasing your app’s overall usage.

PERSONALIZATION WITH RECOMMENDATIONS

The Recommended for You row uses Amazon’s recommendation engine to 
display apps most likely to be of interest to the customer. It considers user 
preferences, affinities, and past activities to surface content that is truly 
relevant to each individual. This means that we’ll recommend your app to 
the customers who are most likely to appreciate and download it, leading 
to a deeper engagement.
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HOT NEW RELEASES

LEVERAGE GRAPHICAL ASSETS

Amazon Appstore wants you to put your app’s best foot forward. The 
cinematic interface of the Fire TV offers ample opportunities for you to 
showcase your beautiful media content and eye-catching app imagery. 
Use rich graphics to impress potential new customers and bring existing 
customers back.

Here are the details and specs for the different graphics you can leverage:

APP ICON

The App Icon appears within a row of other app icons in the Fire TV user 
interface.

Specifications: 
Size – 1280 x 720px 
Format – PNG (no transparency)

Here’s a sample App Icon:

Here’s an example of the icon in context on the Fire TV:
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The following badges may appear superimposed on the App Icon:

To ensure your App Icon looks good even with badging (download icons, 
progress bars, etc.), place your main subject and title art within the 
content safe area. Artwork that falls outside of the safe area may be 
covered by badges.
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70 px

170 px882 px

228 px

448 px

180 px

22 px

SCREENSHOTS

Screenshots show images from your app to give users a better sense of 
what your app offers. Include a minimum of three and a maximum of ten 
screenshots.

Specifications: 
Size – 1920 x 1080px (landscape) 
Format – JPG or 24-bit PNG (no transparency)

Here’s an example:

This image shows screenshots in context on Fire TV:
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BROWSE

Playlists Just for You 

Coffee Shop 
Alternative

Jazz Country Techno

IndieClassical

Stations Just for You

Albums Just for You

RECENTS MY MUSIC SEARCH More Options



BACKGROUND IMAGE

When users scroll across your app from a browse page, the Background 
Image appears in the upper-right corner of a mini-detail page.

Specifications: 
Size – 1920 x 1080px (landscape) 
Format – JPG or 24-bit PNG (no transparency)

The following is an example of a Background Image:

The Background Image appears on Fire TV in the following context:

When users click your app icon, the Background Image can also fill the 
entire background. The main focus element of the image must be placed 
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within the content safe area. Artwork that falls outside of the safe area 
might be covered by UI elements:

OPTIONAL ASSETS FOR FEATURED CONTENT

You may supply several additional, specialized art assets for your app, 
which Amazon will use if we choose to highlight your app in the Fire 
TV interface for promotional purposes. These include the Featured 
Content Logo image (shows the title of your app), the Featured Content 
Background Image (similar to the regular background image), and the 
Featured Content Trailer (a short video of your app in action).

Integrate Your Catalog
Catalog Integration lets users seamlessly view, browse, and search 
for your media right alongside content from Amazon and other 
streaming media providers that publish on Fire TV. Your content may 
be discovered and launched from the Fire TV home screen when users 
search for it, whether through voice or text search, or when browsing 
elsewhere outside of your app. For example, your media may appear in 
search results for a user browsing by genre (also known as “universal 
browse and search”). Furthermore, they will be able to play your media 
directly—without having to open your app first.
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CRITERIA FOR CATALOG INTEGRATION

Not every app qualifies for Catalog Integration. Only content that is 
matched against IMDB or Amazon Video will be discoverable via Catalog 
Integration. You must also commit to making at least 90% of your app’s 
catalog available via Catalog Integration, and ensure that all titles be 
indexed on IMDB or Amazon Video for referencing.

REQUIRED COMPONENTS

Provided your app qualifies for Catalog Integration, you must supply two 
major components in order to enable this feature:

Catalog Data Format (CDF) File – This specifies what media files 
(for example, movies and TV shows) are available through your app.

Fire TV Home Screen Launcher Integration – This enables users to 
play your content directly from search and browse results.

The CDF file is an XML file that uses the schema defined by the CDF XSD 
file. The CDF file contains the catalog of movies and TV shows that you 
offer through your Fire TV app.

Each work’s entry in your catalog includes metadata that describes the 
work, such as title, release date, cast and crew, and length. The metadata 
also includes the methods of viewing the work: for free, only by 
subscribers, or through rental or purchase. You will upload this catalog 
to Amazon.  
To learn more about the CDF file and its schema, see About the 
Catalog Data Format (CDF) and the Fire TV Catalog Data Format (CDF) 
Schema.

To allow a customer to launch content from your catalog without having 
to launch your app first, you will configure your app to integrate with the 
media launcher used by the home screen of Fire TV. 
Click here to learn how to integrate your catalog with Fire TV on our 
Developer Portal.
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https://developer.amazon.com/docs/catalog/about-the-cdf.html
https://developer.amazon.com/docs/catalog/data-format-schema-reference.html
https://developer.amazon.com/docs/catalog/integrating-your-catalog-with-fire-tv.html
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How to Use Amazon Creator, 
Web App Starter Kit, and Fire 
App Builder
In this chapter, we’ll go in-depth on how to use Amazon’s dedicated 
tools and templates to create a media streaming app for Fire TV. We’ll 
cover Amazon Creator, Web App Starter Kit (WASK), and Fire App Builder. 
And, as always, if you need more details or information, please visit the 
framework’s technical documentation.
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Amazon Creator
Amazon Creator is an easy-to-use tool that allows you to create a Fire 
TV app in minutes (no coding required!). All you need is a source for your 
digital content: a YouTube channel or a media RSS feed.  

Note that at the time of this writing (February 2018), Amazon Creator 
is available in preview mode as we get it ready for broader distribution. 
The preview version is fully functional, however, and media apps that 
you publish using Amazon Creator will be real, live apps available to 
everyone.

Here’s an overview of how Amazon Creator works:

STEP 1: CREATE YOUR APP

Go to https://creator.amazon.com and sign in with the Amazon account 
you want associated with your app. You’ll need to create a new app and 
select the source for your videos:

USING A YOUTUBE CHANNEL

Amazon Creator displays all the publicly available videos contained 
within a specific YouTube channel. To use a YouTube channel as the 
source for your videos, you need to:

Get your YouTube channel ID

Get your YouTube Developer API Key

Configure your app with the videos you want to display (optional)

Group videos into playlists into your app’s category navigation bar 
(optional)

Hide the latest category from the navigation bar (optional)

USING AN MRSS FEED

With Media RSS (MRSS), you host the video on your own server and 

https://creator.amazon.com


reference the media files in your feed. Amazon Creator will identify the 
necessary elements from your feed to create the web app. 

To use an MRSS feed as the source for your videos, you need to insert 
the URL to your MRSS feed into Amazon Creator. It will then read the 
feed and attempt to map the feed’s elements to elements in the Amazon 
Creator app (elements could be channel title, channel image, etc.).

Remember that your MRSS feed must originate from one of the 
following domains:

cdn.jwplayer.com 
content.jwplatform.com 
libsyn.com 
podbean.com 
itunes.apple.com

STEP 2: PREVIEW YOUR APP

After you create your app, a preview of the web app appears in the 
browser. You can adjust the look and feel with the colors and styles you 
want. Use the virtual remote to explore your app, making sure each 
option in the category navigation bar loads content. You can even share 
a preview link to your app to collaborate on your app’s theme.
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You can also use Amazon Creator Preview, a companion app that allows 
you to preview your app on a Fire TV device.

STEP 3: PUBLISH YOUR APP

After you create your app and preview it, you’re ready to submit it for 
publication it on the Amazon Appstore. 

With your submission, you need to prepare image assets and app descriptions.

Below is a list of required assets. The first five are auto-generated and 
you can continue with the default image, or if you prefer, you have the 
option to replace the auto-generated graphics (except for the first three 
screenshots; you can add more screenshots if you link).

Small icon: 114 x 114px

Large icon: 512 x 512px

Fire TV app icon: 1280 x 720px

Fire TV background image: 1920 x 1080px

Screenshots (you can submit between three and ten):  
1920 x 1080px

Short description: 1200 characters maximum

Long description: 4000 characters maximum

Product feature bullets: Three to five concise app features

Keywords: Keywords that users can use to find your app

Once you submit your app, you’ll receive an email from the Appstore 
saying that your app is being reviewed. Once the app is live, you’ll receive 
another email indicating that it has been published. 

Your published app will be available on Fire TV in all regions where Fire 
TV is available (US, UK, Germany, Japan, India, and Austria).  
Click here for more information about Amazon Creator. 
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https://creator.amazon.com/documentation/ac/create-your-app.html


Web App Starter Kit (WASK)
The Web App Starter Kit for Amazon Fire TV is available on Github at 
github.com/amzn/web-app-starter-kit-for-fire-tv, and includes the 
Fire TV web app template, as well as detailed developer documentation. 
You can easily create your own app by replacing sections of code in the 
template with your code, making the tweaks your app requires, and 
using your own data sources. 

Here’s how to install and run the template: 

Get the code

Set up the environment for building and testing

Modify the template to suit your app’s requirements

View on Fire TV using the Web App Tester (WAT). You will need to 
test on WAT before publishing.

Publish app

Once you have installed the template, you are also free to modify and 
customize it. The HTML templates are contained in the src/common/
html/index.html file and the SAAS files are in the src/common/scss/ 
directory. The scss files firetv.scss and _variables.scss allow you to easily 
modify the look and feel through SASS.  
Click here for more information on WASK.

Fire App Builder
Fire App Builder is a Java-based framework that allows you to create 
media applications for Fire TV quickly using plug-and-play components 
and simple configuration files. Actual coding is not required, although 
Fire App Builder’s Java foundation means that you can extend it with 
your own code if desired. Apps that you create with Fire App Builder are 
native Android apps, which means they are tailored to the underlying 
operating system of Fire TV and offer high performance and reliability. 
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Because custom code isn’t necessary, though, they are also easy to 
assemble, even if you aren’t highly technical.

To use Fire App Builder, you will need standard Android development 
tools such as Android Studio and the Java Development Kit (JDK) 8. Fire 
App Builder comprises a GitHub repository of Android source files that 
form the basis of a sample media application. To build the sample app, 
download or clone the repo, then open the project in Android Studio. 
You can build the sample as-is to get a feel for how your app will look 
and behave, then start customizing it with your own media feed.

STEP 1: SET UP

Install the Java Development Kit (SDK) 8 and Android Studio, then 
download or clone the Fire App Builder project repository from GitHub. 
Open and build the sample project in Android 
Studio to create a working application that 
you can use as a foundation for your own 
media app. Explore the sample app to become 
familiar with the basic features and screens. 
This is also a good time to connect your 
computer to your Fire TV device through ADB, 
which will allow you test your app during 
development. Customize the sample files to 
rename the project with a title of your own.
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Jamaican AttractionsJamaican Attractions

Legends Beach Resort, Negril...
Legends Beach Resort, Negril Jamaica

The Country Jamaica

https://developer.amazon.com/docs/fire-tv/the-web-app-starter-kit-for-fire-tv.html


STEP 2: CONFIGURE YOUR OWN MEDIA FEED

Your media feed forms the basis of your app, specifying the video 
content, titles, descriptions, thumbnails, and other details for each 
media object. Fire App Builder supports feeds that require a token to 
access (token-based) and those that don’t (open), as well as live feeds, 
static feeds packaged with your app, and Media RSS (MRSS) feeds. Since 
different feeds structure data in different 
ways, Fire App Builder allows you to configure 
“recipes” for extracting the data into a format 
it can understand. Rather than coding in Java, 
you create these recipes by changing values 
in JSON configuration files.

STEP 3: CUSTOMIZE THE APPEARANCE

Fire App Builder provides a functional and attractive visual interface 
out-of-the-box, but you are free to customize it to your liking. This 

includes changing the app logo, icon, homepage 
layout and visual elements, search button, fonts, 
terms of use, and much, much more. You do 
this by adding image resources to your app’s 
asset subdirectory, updating XML and JSON 
configuration files, and changing string, hex, 
dp, or other values. These options allow for 
extensive customization with no coding required, 

but if you are comfortable programming in Java, even more dramatic 
changes to the default functionality are possible.

STEP 4: ADD COMPONENTS

Add-on components extend the basic features available in a Fire App 
Builder-based media application, and the framework offers lots of these 
components built-in. These include in-app purchasing through Amazon 
Appstore, several ads options, analytics supplied by many popular providers, 
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and multiple authentication methods 
(including Facebook and Login with 
Amazon). You enable or disable components 
by first updating your project settings to 
change the settings.gradle Gradle script. 
If adding a new component, you then 
configure it through its own individual XML 
settings file.

STEP 5: SUBMIT YOUR APP!

Once you have set up your own media feed, customized your app’s 
appearance, and extended its functionality with the components you 

want to include, it’s time to submit your app to the 
Amazon Appstore. As when publishing other native 
Android applications, you need to test your app, make 
sure its manifest is correct, generate a signed APK file, 
gather image assets, prepare a description, etc. before 
initiating the submission process. 
Click here for more information on Fire App Builder.
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https://developer.amazon.com/docs/fire-app-builder/overview.html


Amazon Kitchen Shorts

Slow Cooker Brisket
Monday, Nov 14, 2016, 12:48 PM

View products from this video on Amazon.com: https://www.amazon.com/dp/B01MRJUSS3/ref=tsm_1yt_s_amzn_nfz568 Amazon Kitchen Shorts Presents: Brisket - This 

slow cooker brisket recipe makes an excellent, hands-off entertaining dish for the winter.
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Publish to the Amazon  
Appstore
Once you have created your media streaming app, you’re ready to 
publish it to the Amazon Appstore. Amazon’s goal is to make this process 
simple and easy. 

Here are the key steps for publishing Fire TV apps to the Amazon Appstore.
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OVERVIEW OF THE APP SUBMISSION PROCESS

Develop or migrate – Develop your app from scratch or migrate an 
existing Android app for publishing in the Amazon Appstore. Keep 
in mind the Amazon Appstore Content Policy Requirements as 
you design your app.

Test – Make sure that your app meets the Test Criteria for Amazon 
Appstore Apps. You can also use one of Amazon’s testing services 
to validate your app’s functionality. See Testing Your App for the 
Amazon Appstore.

Submit your app – Login to your developer account, enter the 
appropriate information for your app’s listing in the Amazon 
Appstore, and upload your app. 

Respond to any failure notifications (if needed) – If your app fails 
any submission criteria, you will receive a notification that the app 
has been rejected. Fix your app as directed, and resubmit your 
app. 

Update your app (as needed) – If you need to make changes to 
an app that has already gone live in the Amazon Appstore, see 
Updating a Published App.

AMAZON APPSTORE PRE-SUBMISSION CHECKLIST

In addition to the basic submission steps above, you can expedite 
approval by making sure that your app meets the following requirements 
and guidelines:

• App preparation – Follow the tips in Understanding Amazon Appstore 
Submission in generating the APK files for your app.

• Images – You have created and collected the required images for your 
app listing, as described in Image Guidelines for Amazon Appstore 
Submission.

• Intellectual property (IP) documentation (if needed) – If your app uses 
the intellectual property (IP) of a third party, be prepared to provide 

https://developer.amazon.com/docs/app-submission/content-policy.html
https://developer.amazon.com/docs/app-submission/testing-your-app.html
https://developer.amazon.com/docs/app-submission/update-published-app.html
https://developer.amazon.com/docs/app-submission/understanding-submission.html
https://developer.amazon.com/docs/app-submission/asset-guidelines.html
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documentation to Amazon that you have obtained the proper license or 
permission to use that IP from the third party.

• Device targeting – Specify which devices you plan to target with your 
app in your Android manifest file. See Getting Started with Device 
Targeting.

• Installation location – Your Android manifest file specifies the 
installation location for your app on Fire TV and Fire tablet devices. For 
most apps, setting this value to External Storage (preferExternal) will 
provide a better experience for your app’s users. For more information, 
see Specifying the Installation Location for Your App.

• Compile errors – If your app references nearly 65,000 methods, you 
will need to reduce the number of methods referenced to avoid compile 
errors when submitting your app. See Avoiding Compile Errors when 
Submitting Your App.

Once you’re ready to publish your app, go to developer.amazon.com/
app-submission.
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https://developer.amazon.com/docs/app-submission/device-filtering-and-compatibility.html
https://developer.amazon.com/docs/fire-tv/specifying-installation-location.html
https://developer.amazon.com/docs/app-submission/avoid-compile-errors.html
https://developer.amazon.com/app-submission


CONCLUSION

Smart TVs will only continue to grow in popularity. And while users 
won’t stop consuming media on tablets and phones, the family television 
will still provide the best viewing experience. 

We hope this guide inspires you to let your app shine in the 10-foot 
living room experience. With Amazon’s specialized tools and templates, 
you can quickly create a streaming media app. This can open a whole 
new chapter on how your users interact with your apps, thanks to richer 
content, voice control, deep engagement, and immersive media. 

Thanks for reading! 
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